A Few Restaurants Near Sookmyung Women’s University

Places where a lot of people go

1. 포라임 숙대본점: Vietnamese food
2. 네코노스시: Sushi, rolls
3. 정: Chinese food
4. 빨봉분식 숙명여대점: Snack bar (kimbap, soups, noodles, etc.)
5. 육쌈냉면 숙대점: Cold noodles and meat
6. 마시앤바시: Western food
7. 와플하우스: Waffles
8. 까치네 분식: Snack bar (the soft tofu soup is famous)

Other places

- Dalbokki (tteokbokki, spicy rice cake)
- Frank Burger
- Subway
- Myeongrang Hot Dog
- Isaac Toast